
      BC Apollo senior-team uniform ordering form.

On: , payment was completed to "BCAPOLLO AMSTERDAM" NL69RABO0190596635

Male S

Step 1: FemaleM

Step 2: Total cost is displayed in the overview. Collect this within your team. L
Step 3: Get ready to transfer the money AS ONE SINGLE AMOUNT to "BCAPOLLO AMSTERDAM" NL69RABO0190596635. XL
Step 4: Transfer the amount and include your teamname, and the amount of ordered sets in the description. 2XL
Step 5: Mail this form (pdf, jpg, or Excel) to: technischezaken@apollobasketball.nl. Form is checked and forwarded to supplier.3XL
Step 6: Wait for your order to arrive. You will be contacted when it arrives. You can collect your order in the Apollohal.
Step 7: 

Player name Gender Short 
size

Shirt 
size Nr.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
€ 0,00 <-- Total amount to be transferred

Notes on this request procedure:

*Please manage the choosing of numbers in your team as a coordinator. All players should have different numbers .
*If a player in your order also subs for other teams a lot, try to choose a number that is unique across multiple teams.

*Sizes of the uniform are displayed in the overview below.

*Please fill in all green fields  in this form

…..../…..../….....

Filli in this form on computer of by hand. Calculated amount depends on the player names in the list, so fill those 
in. (auto calculation of the total amount only works when you fill in the form in Excel)

*If  the majority  of your team is awaiting the order, you can contact lennert@apollobasketball.nl to ask for temporary use of a uniform set 
for your team. 
*If only a minority  is waiting for a uniform, then whoever doesn't have a uniform may play in any kind of uniform as long is the color is red 
and it carries a unique number.

Team Coordinator Signature: 
(repeating your name here is 
enough)

Process:

*Please order shirts in bigger batches. The supplier only accepts bigger orders so with a small order, we sometimes have to wait untill the 
club total reaches a certain number of shirts

*Please note that, in order to avoid administrative work, we expect a single payment of the total amount , and not individula payments 
from all teammates.
*Uniform costs are €50,- per set incl. VAT. Senior teams buy the set. Doing so leads to less annual contribution then the "rent" alternative.
*Orders are not processed without payment

Team name/number:

Teamcoordinator name:

Teamcoordinator mail:

Coordinator phone number:

Date of form completion:

Date of money transfer:

If your shirts have arrived, send this completed form to "secretariaat@apollobasketball.nl" That way, your numbers will be 
added to your registration so you dont have to do this manually at every game.



BC Apollo uniform size chart:

S M L XL 2XL 3XL
MEN A 68 73 76 78 82
MEN B 53 55 58 60 61
MEN C 53 56 58 60 61
MEN D (min stretch) 36 38 39 42 45
MEN D (max stretch) 50 52 60 65 68

S M L XL 2XL
WOMEN A 62 63 64 65 67
WOMEN B 43 45 48 51 54
WOMEN C 45 50 54 56 58
WOMEN D (min stretch) 30 33 34 37 37
WOMEN D (max stretch) 45 50 53 55 60

All measurements are in centimeters. Determine size by placing your 
favourite shirt flat on the ground, and measuring A, B, C and D. Decide what 
comes closest. (Advice: Determine shirt size and just pick matching pant size.)


